After installing the Active Gear/Bottom Extension, the Middle Extension, and cutting the Top Shootbolt Extension to length:

1. Insert the Drive Rail Serrations into the Coupler as shown and slide the Top Extension Faceplate flush against the Middle Extension Faceplate. The Top Shootbolt should now be fully retracted into the Shootbolt Housing.

   \[
   \text{CORRECT} \quad \text{WRONG}
   \]

   Drive Rail Serrations are fully engaged in Coupler
   Drive Rail Serrations are not fully engaged in Coupler (Gap between serrated ends must be less than 3 teeth)

2. Install the Cover Plate to reinforce the connection between the Middle Extension and Top Shootbolt Extension.

   Cover Plate
   HOPPE p/n 2875118

3. Install remaining screws to fix the extension to the door
   a. To inspect for proper installation, use a Construction Handle to activate the Gear/Bottom Extension. The Multipoints should now be extended. Insert a Construction Key into the Gear/Bottom Extension and turn to lock as shown. Proper installation is indicated by:
      i. The Construction Key will turn freely
      ii. The Construction Handle will be locked (cannot rotate to retract Shootbolts)

   \[
   \text{Correct}
   \]

   \[
   \text{Wrong}
   \]

   Construction Handle
   HOPPE p/n 2426890
   Construction Key
   HOPPE p/n 2667482

   Lock
   Unlock

   OR

   Lock
   Unlock

   b. Unlock the Gear/Bottom Extension by turning the Construction Key as shown above.
   c. Use the Construction Handle to retract the Multipoints